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Bitcoin witnessed 10 straight days of gains between July 21-30, across several crypto exchanges, the first such 

occasion since 2012. According to Santiment, Bitcoin held on addresses storing 100-to-10,000 Bitcoin, has 

surged to a new all-time high of 9.23 million Bitcoin. This group of investors has added 170,000 Bitcoin to their 

holdings in the past four weeks.

Financial news outlet The Street reported on July 30 that asset management firm GoldenTree, which has about 

$45 billion in assets under management, has bought an undisclosed amount of Bitcoin.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE

COOP NETWORK – BRINGING BLOCKCHAIN TO THE CBD INDUSTRY!

&

WORLD MOBILE TOKEN: REBOOTING TELECOMS THROUGH BLOCKCHAIN AND 

THE SHARING ECONOMY

We had said in our previous analysis that bears will continue to defend the £31,005 levels aggressively and 

that is what happened. The failure of the bulls to push the price above £31,005 between July 30 and August 1 

attracted profit-booking from short-term traders.

The moving averages have completed a bullish crossover and the RSI is in the positive territory, suggesting that 

bulls have the upper hand. 

If the BTC/GBP pair rebounds off the 20-day exponential moving average (EMA), the bulls will make one more 

attempt to clear the overhead hurdle at £31,005. If they succeed, it will suggest the start of a new uptrend.

This bullish view will invalidate if the price breaks below the 20-day EMA. Such a move will increase the possibil-

ity of a range-bound action for the next few days.

A short-term trading opportunity may arise if the price rebounds off the 20-day EMA but traders could remain on 

the sidelines if the support cracks. 

Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the 

cryptocurrency world.

Enjoy the issue!

Editor’s Letter

Karnav Shah
Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaz-platinum-investment-b7493718a/
https://www.facebook.com/Cryptonaireweekly
https://twitter.com/PlatinumCrypto
https://www.instagram.com/cryptonaireweekly/
https://t.me/Platinumcryptoacademy
https://issuu.com/platinumcryptoacademy
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Featuring in this weeks Edition: 

- Radiologex

- Apollo Fintech

- MELD

- Gain Protocol

- Kaiken

- Neftipedia

- Koji

Also Get,

- Markets Analysis

- Market News Update

- Read Our Latest Blog:

COOP NETWORK – BRINGING BLOCKCHAIN TO 

THE CBD INDUSTRY!

WORLD MOBILE TOKEN: REBOOTING TELECOMS 

THROUGH BLOCKCHAIN AND THE SHARING 

ECONOMY

SUBSCRIBE NOW

CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the 

globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongo-

ing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.

Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert techni-

cal analysis, providing trading opportunities to our sub-

scribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers 

can keep up to speed with the current developments in 

the crypto markets.

Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade 

active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also 

take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects 

with real value!

No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep 

on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to 

your inbox each and every week.

What are you waiting for?

Subscribe now!

- Werewolf

- The Coop Network

- BeatBind

- Ferrum Network

- World Mobile Token

- ClearMoon

http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/coop-network-bringing-blockchain-to-the-cbd-industry/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/coop-network-bringing-blockchain-to-the-cbd-industry/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/world-mobile-token-rebooting-telecoms-through-blockchain-and-the-sharing-economy/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/world-mobile-token-rebooting-telecoms-through-blockchain-and-the-sharing-economy/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/world-mobile-token-rebooting-telecoms-through-blockchain-and-the-sharing-economy/
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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Bitcoin’s price has increased 4.13% from $36,800 

last week to around $38,320 and Ether’s price has 

increased 13.27% from $2,185 last week to $2,475.

Bitcoin's market cap is $719 Billion and the altcoin mar-

ket cap is $831 Billion.

Bitcoin witnessed 10 straight days of gains between July 

21-30, across several crypto exchanges, the first such 

occasion since 2012. According to Santiment, Bitcoin 

held on addresses storing 100-to-10,000 Bitcoin, has 

surged to a new all-time high of 9.23 million Bitcoin. This 

group of investors has added 170,000 Bitcoin to their 

holdings in the past four weeks.

Financial news outlet The Street reported on July 30 

that asset management firm GoldenTree, which has 

about $45 billion in assets under management, has 

bought an undisclosed amount of Bitcoin.

In addition, several firms are allowing clients to invest in 

cryptocurrencies. Robo-Adviser Wealthfront, with roughly 

$25 billion in assets under management, will allow its 

clients to allocate up to 10% of their portfolio in Grayscale 

Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) and Grayscale Ethereum Trust (ETHE).

Even traditional financial firms are adopting Bitcoin. 

Wells Fargo became the latest to offer its clients Bitcoin 

and crypto exposure, according to Business Insider. 

After the recent run-up in Bitcoin, analysts pointed out the similarity in the price action with the bull 

run in 2013. Bitcoin witnessed a massive surge in the second half of 2013, rallying about 10x. Jeff 

Ross, founder and CEO of Vailshire Capital, recently said on Twitter: “I still contend that 2021 will 

behave in similar fashion.”

Hello, welcome to this week’s 193rd edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global crypto 

market cap is $1.55 Trillion, up $100 billion since the last week. The total crypto market trading 

volume over the last 24 hours has decreased by 1.41% to $78.20 Billion.

The DeFi volume is $9.17 Billion, 11.73% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume. The 

volume of all stable coins is $61.00 Billion, 78.00% of the total crypto market’s 24-hour trading 

volume.

Percentage of 

Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Tether   

Binance Coin       

Cardano      

XRP

USD Coin

Dogecoin    

Polkadot

Uniswap   

Others

46.28%

18.66%

3.99%

3.48%

2.63%

2.14%

1.77%

1.66%

1.10%

0.79%

17.50%
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https://www.gainprotocol.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=gainprotocol
https://www.gainprotocol.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=gainprotocol
https://www.gainprotocol.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=gainprotocol
https://www.gainprotocol.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=gainprotocol
https://twitter.com/gainprotocol
https://t.me/gainprotocol
https://www.facebook.com/gainprotocol
https://www.tiktok.com/@gainprotocol
https://www.instagram.com/gainprotocol/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GainProtocol/
https://discord.gg/r9cUef4Ste
https://twitch.tv/gainprotocol
https://github.com/gainprotocol
https://github.com/gainprotocol
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BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

We had said in our previous analysis that bears will continue to defend the £31,005 levels aggres-

sively and that is what happened. The failure of the bulls to push the price above £31,005 between 

July 30 and August 1 attracted profit-booking from short-term traders.

The moving averages have completed a bullish crossover and the RSI is in the positive territory, 

suggesting that bulls have the upper hand. 

If the BTC/GBP pair rebounds off the 20-day exponential moving average (EMA), the bulls will make 

one more attempt to clear the overhead hurdle at £31,005. If they succeed, it will suggest the start 

of a new uptrend.

This bullish view will invalidate if the price breaks below the 20-day EMA. Such a move will increase 

the possibility of a range-bound action for the next few days.

A short-term trading opportunity may arise if the price rebounds off the 20-day EMA but traders 

could remain on the sidelines if the support cracks. 

CRYPTO 
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES

Previous Analysis...

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bitcoin-price-gbp-how-to-trade-btc-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bitcoin-price-gbp-how-to-trade-btc-gbp/
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

We had mentioned in our previous analysis that Ether may rise to the psychological level at £2,000 

and that is what happened. The biggest altcoin rose to £1,938 on August 1. 

The ETH/GBP pair formed an inside-day candlestick pattern on August 2, indicating indecision 

among the bulls and the bears. If bears sink the price below £1,800, the pair could drop to the 

20-day EMA.

A strong rebound off the 20-day EMA will suggest that the sentiment has turned positive and traders 

are buying on dips. The bulls will then again try to push the price above the overhead resistance at 

£2,000. If they succeed, the pair could rise to £2,160 and then £2,400.

Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns down and slides below the 20-day EMA, the pair could 

retest the 50-day simple moving average (SMA). A break below this support could strengthen the 

bears who will then try to pull the price to £1,400.

Traders may attempt to buy on a strong rebound off the 20-day EMA and keep the stops below the 

50-day SMA. 

Previous Analysis...

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/ethereum-price-eth-how-to-trade-eth-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/ethereum-price-eth-how-to-trade-eth-gbp/
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

The bulls pushed XRP above the 50-day SMA on July 28 but they could not clear the hurdle at 

£0.53566. This suggests that the bears have not yet given up and are defending the overhead 

resistance aggressively.

The moving averages have completed a bullish crossover and the RSI is in the positive territory, 

indicating that buyers are in command. If the price rebounds off the 20-day EMA, the bulls will again 

try to push the pair above £0.53566.

If they can pull it off, the XRP/GBP pair could start a rally to the resistance line of the descending 

channel. A breakout and close above the channel will signal the start of a new uptrend.

Short-term traders may buy on a breakout and close above £0.53566 with the stops placed below 

the 20-day EMA. The stops could be trailed higher as the price moves up.

Long positions may be avoided if the price drops below the moving averages. Such a move will sug-

gest that the pair could remain range-bound for a few more days.

Previous Analysis...

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/xrp-price-gbp-how-to-trade-xrp-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/xrp-price-gbp-how-to-trade-xrp-gbp/
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Cardano has been trading between the moving averages for the past few days. Though the bulls 

pushed the price above the 50-day SMA on August 1, they could not sustain the higher levels as 

seen from the long wick on the day’s candlestick.

This may have attracted profit-booking from short-term traders. The bears will now try to capitalize 

on this weakness and sink the price below the 20-day EMA. If they manage to do that, the ADA/GBP 

pair could drop to £0.83.

Alternatively, if the price again rebounds off the 20-day EMA, it will suggest that the sentiment has 

turned positive and traders are buying on dips. That will enhance the prospects of a break above 

the 50-day SMA. 

The pair could then gradually move up to £1.08. We do not find any reliable setup, hence we are not 

recommending any trade in it,

Previous Analysis...

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/cardano-price-gbp-how-to-trade-ada-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/cardano-price-gbp-how-to-trade-ada-gbp/
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

Binance Coin has been trading close to the overhead resistance of £236 for the past few days. This 

suggests that bears are defending this level but the bulls are not giving up.

The relative strength index (RSI) has risen into the positive zone and the moving averages have 

completed a bullish crossover, indicating advantage to buyers.

If bulls drive and sustain the price above £236, the BNB/GBP pair could start its journey to £269.22 

and £305.44. Traders could consider buying on a breakout and close above £236 with the stops 

placed below £210. The stops could be trailed higher as the price moves up. 

This bullish view will be negated if the price turns down and breaks below the moving averages. 

Such a move could pull the price down to £200.

Previous Analysis...

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bnb-price-gbp-how-to-trade-bnb-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bnb-price-gbp-how-to-trade-bnb-gbp/
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https://neftipedia.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=neftipedia
https://neftipedia.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=neftipedia
https://neftipedia.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=neftipedia
https://neftipedia.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=neftipedia
https://neftipedia.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=neftipedia
https://neftipedia.com/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=neftipedia
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/neftipedia/?utm_medium=widget&utm_campaign=cmcwidget&utm_source=neftipedia.com&utm_content=neftipedia
https://www.coingecko.com/resource_redirect?locale=en&route=coins/neftipedia/usd&utm_source=neftipedia.com&utm_medium=coin_ticker_widget&utm_content=neftipedia
https://www.hotbit.io/exchange?symbol=NFT_USDT
https://www.dsdaq.net/en-us/exchange/NFTI/USDT
https://trustwallet.com/
https://twitter.com/neftipedia
https://t.me/iamneftipedia
https://t.me/neftipediachannel
https://www.facebook.com/neftipedia/
https://www.instagram.com/neftipedia/
https://www.reddit.com/user/NEFTiPEDiA
https://www.youtube.com/c/NEFTiPEDiA
mailto:contact@neftipedia.com
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MELD JOINS FORCES WITH 

PLATINUM CRYPTO ACADEMY!

We are excited to share our vision of merging the fiat world with the crypto world to Platinum Crypto 

Academy investors! The years of experience in Crypto education and extensive market analysis that 

Platinum Crypto Academy has undergone made this decision an easy one. We can’t wait to share 

our protocol, mission, and perspectives with this seasoned community. Thanks, Platinum Crypto 

Academy!

At MELD, we think it’s essential for everyone to gain control of their financial lives and have equal 

access to financial instruments used by professionals, not just centralized institutions, governments, 

or the 1%. We want to provide financial freedom and control to the masses, including the unbanked.

We have a long-term goal to enable the $15 trillion that is currently locked out of the global econo-

my, including 2 billion individuals worldwide that are either underbanked or have no access to bank-

ing services whatsoever, to access these tools. These are the people that are paying the highest 

fees, getting the worst customer service, and they are the ones that are having the most problems.

PRESS RELEASE

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/meld-joins-forces-with-platinum-crypto-academy/
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Our vision is to create an ecosystem that empowers individuals to regain financial control by provid-

ing them with the tools and services they need to manage their money on their terms. Whether that 

be creating a collateralized debt position (CDP) with cryptocurrency, earning an interest return for 

lending fiat to borrowers, or even participating in reward incentive programs, we strive to provide our 

users with the functions they need to manage their own financial lives with some of our first initiatives 

being a strategic partnership with Vent Finance to build the first layer-2 Polygon to Cardano Bridge, 

the announcement of Hachi: auditing tools for Cardano smart contracts, new advisors, and more!

ADAMATIC, POLYGON’S TWO-WAY BRIDGE FROM ETHEREUM TO CARDANO

Built on Polygon with a direct partnership with Polygon themselves, ADAmatic is a two-way bridge to 

bridge your Polygon-based assets to Cardano, and back. Everyone can use ADAmatic independently 

of MELD, but we are building it to bring more token choices and liquidity into Cardano for MELD 

users, as well as giving Polygon-based DeFi users on-ramps to the unique, DeFi-based financial 

services that only MELD offers!

As part of a recent strategic partnership with Vent Finance, the ADAmatic bridge is one of the first 

products MELD and VENT are bringing to market. This is a much-needed addition for not just MELD, 

but also the greater Cardano Ecosystem.

The objective is to leverage the highly scalable and efficient infrastructure that Polygon and Cardano 

are providing, to support the creation of business opportunities that will benefit from cross-chain liquid-

ity enabled by the ADAmatic bridge. DeFi projects on Polygon have been growing at a staggering rate 

and Cardano already has an ecosystem of up-and-coming projects that are ready to roll out as soon 

as smart contracts are live. We strongly believe that these ecosystems will become the powerhouse of 

DeFi and are confident that ADAmatic will play a key role in enabling cross-chain functionality for these 

dApps, like for projects launching on the VentUp Launchpad or the MELDed Assets service.

If you are familiar with using bridges in DeFi, you’ll know that bridges allow interoperability between 

blockchain networks. ADAmatic merely adds that functionality from Polygon to Cardano. This applies 

not only to $MATIC but to any Polygon and Ethereum-based assets. Bridging to other chains is a 

core interoperability function that will allow the transition towards Cardano, accelerate the adoption 

of Native dApps, and bring more liquidity to the chain.

More technically, if you need to bridge your $MATIC over to Cardano, ADAmatic takes your $MATIC, 

locks it on the Polygon blockchain, and mints you mMATIC on the Cardano blockchain in exchange. 

mMATIC is a “MELDed Asset”, i.e. a wrapped version of MATIC that lives on the Cardano blockchain. 

Our Oracle aligns the price of your newly-minted mMATIC with the price of MATIC. At any given time, 

you can get back your locked MATIC by burning, to “bridge back” the mMATIC that you minted.

Once you hold mMATIC you can use it to engage with the MELD protocol to do things like:

-Access crypto-backed fiat loans and Line-of-credits

-Earn interest by lending in the MELD ecosystem

https://medium.com/meld-labs/meld-presents-adamatic-7cfcfbb1f655
https://medium.com/meld-labs/meld-announces-hachi-7b24b993487a
https://theccpress.com/christian-katz-joins-the-meld-advisory-board/
https://polygon.technology/
https://meld.gitbook.io/meld/protocol/products-and-services
https://meld.gitbook.io/meld/protocol/products-and-services
https://medium.com/meld-labs/meld-vent-finance-partnership-65dd275d1679
https://meld.gitbook.io/meld/protocol/melded-assets
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-Provide it as liquidity to earn a yield on trading fees

-Take out a “Genius Loan” – a self-repaying loan only available via the MELD network

We are massively excited about ADAmatic because it allows DeFi users to bring over liquidity held 

on Ethereum to the Cardano ecosystem. We built this not only to help MELD users but to contribute 

to the improvement of both the Cardano and greater DeFi ecosystems. The core layer will be totally 

open-sourced, for the community and by the community.

Another benefit is that mMATIC and other MELDed assets can be used in other protocols throughout 

the ecosystem. This allows MELD users to be exposed to the ETH price while utilizing any Cardano-

based DeFi protocol!

These are just a few of the DeFi-based financial services we’re developing at MELD. Watch this 

recent interview with our Co-Founder, Ken Olling, to learn more.

MELD – POLYGON PARTNERSHIP

In regards to the actual creation of ADAmatic, MELD is able to provide expertise on the Cardano 

side of things, where VENT is able to provide expertise on Ethereum. With Polygon themselves as a 

partner to cleanly tie everything together, ensuring a native and decentralized solution. 

GROWING THE DEFI ECOSYSTEM BY BUILDING THE RIGHT TOOLS

Along with ADAmatic, MELD is building additional tools for the DeFi ecosystem, such as Hachi, a suite 

of auditing tools for Cardano smart contracts.

The Hachi project is being advised by Dr. Nguyen Anh Quynh, one of the world’s leading security 

researchers. The project has been working on forming the Security Standards for Cardano Smart 

Contracts and building the toolings required in the upcoming years.

The Cardano core devs are working tirelessly to launch smart contract functionality on the Cardano 

blockchain by the end of 2021, as a part of the “Goguen” phase of the Cardano roadmap.  Starting 

with an ADA-backed negative interest mUSD/mEUR service, and the MELDed Assets service to offer 

all the tokens needed by the users. Then the insurance pool for staking MELD, the liquidity pools, 

and the lending-borrowing infrastructure afterward.

Commenting on the potential of the MELD project, CEO of Platinum Crypto Academy and Editor in Chief 

at Cryptonaire Weekly Mr Karnav Shah said: “MELD is the first DeFi, non-custodial, banking protocol 

letting people securely lend & borrow both crypto and fiat currencies. MELD, you could say, is building 

a bridge between fiat & crypto and we are very eager to let our users know more also about this other 

and new ADAmatic two-way bridge which will enable cross-chain liquidity to bridge your Polygon-

based assets to Cardano, and back. We hope to share more about this in the coming weeks.”

Check out the GitHub repo for Hachi here, and stay tuned for further announcements!

Website | GitBook | Twitter | Telegram Group | Telegram Channel | Linkedin | Github | Youtube | 

Discord

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AhTDN4FU-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKiDXU2cVq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKiDXU2cVq8
https://github.com/MELD-labs/Hachi
https://github.com/MELD-labs/Hachi
https://github.com/MELD-labs/Hachi
https://github.com/MELD-labs/Hachi
https://github.com/MELD-labs/Hachi
https://meld.com/
https://docs.meld.com/
https://twitter.com/MELD_labs
https://t.me/joinchat/q4WH6OSnlRRjOWMx
https://t.me/meld_offical
https://www.linkedin.com/company/meld-defi/
https://github.com/MELD-labs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD6zDpq1cI68jJUS_lidwAA
https://discord.gg/caDXKq75ys
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INTRODUCING THE WORLD’S FIRST 

GROWTH COIN – GET TO KNOW MORE 

ABOUT GSX

Gold Secured Currency (GSX) is a token on the Apollo blockchain that is backed by an asset trust, 

which is currently composed of mining alluvial gold. GSX is a combination of stable coin and tradi-

tional cryptocurrency. GSX utilises both aspects to have a value that is backed by physical assets 

in its asset trust and that can grow in the same way as other cryptocurrencies. GSX have rights to 

minerals and land that is in Southern Africa. Other products will be included to generate income that 

will support the GSX token and continue its maintenance.

The sales from GSX will, in turn, fund further investments and asset acquisitions for the GSX trust. 

GSX is aimed at long-term sustainability and growth for investors and offers a stable value suitable 

for use in rapid transactions.

Advantages of GSX

The main advantage of GSX is that it is backed by an asset trust, meaning that if something were 

to happen to GSX, all of the assets and mineral rights will be liquidated and go to the trust which 

is then distributed to all of the GSX holders who are trust beneficiaries. Growth and stability will be 

facilitated through profits generated from the GSX trust investments that will create an infrastructure 

to further grow and support GSX. GSX is in the process of becoming an actual currency where it can 

be used as a viable marketplace currency.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/introducing-the-worlds-first-growth-coin-get-to-know-more-about-gsx/
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Projects Moving Forward

GSX is rapidly progressing in acquiring new mines and mineral-rich land. They are pursuing numer-

ous projects including some extremely large-scale international projects. These negotiations and 

initiatives for various projects are currently taking place in 4 different countries that they, unfortu-

nately, cannot yet disclose. These include gold shaft mines, nickel ore projects, tantalum projects, 

and rare earth metals.

Long-Term GSX Coin

GSX is interpreted as a long-term coin because as the revenue-generating investments that are inte-

grated into the asset trust continue to grow, they can utilise the money made from them to operate 

at a higher profit and reinvest into more assets. This way GSX will have sustainable asset growth 

for the trust and GSX holders. The GSX asset trust is being used in a way that actually augments 

the token like no other cryptocurrency. They are looking to continually grow the GSX asset trust 

investments in the long-term for cumulative value increase and benefits for our GSX investors. The 

longer GSX operates, the larger and more valuable the asset trust and the more value they add to 

GSX that holders benefit from.

Explaining what’s impressive about the innovative approach of the GSXFintech project, CEO 

Platinum Crypto Academy and Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly Mr Karnav Shah said: “GSX is 

aimed at long-term sustainable growth for investors, as well as offering a stable value suitable for 

use in rapid transactions as an actual currency. GSX is hence a unique combination of a stable coin 

and a traditional cryptocurrency. At Platinum Crypto Academy we are glad to have introduced our 

readers to such a brilliant initiative. I’m sure we will have more from the GSXFintech project for our 

readers.”
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REVOLUTIONIZING GLOBAL HEALTCARE: 

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED HEALTH 

ECOSYSTEM & NETWORK, R-DEE

Radiologex Technologies and Cryptonaire Weekly are proud to present R-DEE®, the only enterprise-

focused medical blockchain project with a fully built, ready to deploy product and network. With 

always-active proprietary security features, this project’s ecosystem provides Health IT for health-

care providers and practitioners the world over, from any device. Radiologex’s high-speed interop-

erability network answers the call of the global pandemic that has driven the increased digitalization 

of healthcare, and revealed widespread system breakdowns and inefficiencies. 

R-DEE immediately solves many of the issues plaguing global healthcare, and impacting patient 

outcomes: R-DEE eliminates manual data errors, unsecure system penetration, identity/access/and 

trust, and streamlines communication and collaboration between providers.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/demo/revolutionizing-global-healthcare-blockchain-based-health-ecosystem-network-r-dee/
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UNRIVALED SECURITY

R-DEE is the only ZERO-TRUST™ built technological architecture available in Health IT, designed by 

healthcare professionals and blockchain experts to eliminate redundancy and dangerously unse-

cured legacy systems. Radiologex has teamed up with their partner Trusona, backed by Microsoft 

Ventures, to develop a third and most potent layer of R-DEE’s advanced user-identification gateway 

dubbed “Authlogex.” Through blockchain technology, this 3rd tier adds a strong firewall for security 

and tampering by enabling any extra node deployments for rapid strike data/login replication and 

adds audit trails for data access, a vital missing capability in enterprise health IT systems.

Accenture reports that the reputational damage created by lapses in cybersecurity will imperil at 

least $300 billion of lifetime patient revenue in the next five years alone. R-DEE users are provided 

with the ultimate security in one ecosystem, including detailed and verified control over who views, 

accesses and shares their data, allowing for microlevel controls and tracking which vastly increases 

the speed of disseminating this data. 

R-DEE’s added productivity suite adds modules built for encrypted communication, content stream-

ing, medical systems management, payment settlements, and a reliable and transparent supply 

chain (R-DEE Marketplace) with verified users and products for global medical supplies and equip-

ment. 

A COMPLETE SOLUTION

R-DEE™ is a collaboration and productivity suite built upon a vast distributed content delivery and 

data storage network. Built from the ground up for next-gen, borderless medical and healthcare 

interactivity for the $20 trillion Global Healthcare industry.

R-DEE has been in development for several years, undergoing an array of stress tests to ensure 

that its infrastructure is as robust as possible. The ecosystem has been positioned as an enterprise-

focused medical blockchain project that isn’t patient-facing, unlike the overwhelming majority of 

medical blockchain products and projects under development which cater strictly to Telemedicine 

or Patient Health Records. R-DEE’s infrastructure ensures that sensitive data can be shared in real 

time through a military-grade, dual-end encrypted messaging platform, delivering 8 powerful mod-

ules to answer the needs of modern Global Healthcare.

Karnav Shah,  CEO Platinum Crypto Academy and Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly thinks highly 

of the Radiologex project, he explained ” Radiologex is unveiling a one-of-its-kind, state-of-the-art 

HealthIT and SaaS (Baas) solution for the $5 trillion Global Healthcare industry which continues to 

increase dramatically year on year The Radiologex Digital Encryption Environment (R-DEE)® is cur-

rently one of the most talked about medical blockchain network in the crypto circles. Project’s like 

Radiologex are exciting. We make sure to help them reach the larger crypto community by sharing 

more about these shapeshifting solutions with our readers and across our community channels.

https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-54/Accenture-Health-Cybersecurity-300-Billion-at-Risk.pdf
https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-54/Accenture-Health-Cybersecurity-300-Billion-at-Risk.pdf
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http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE 
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD

Digital asset exchange and payment platform Crypto.com says that the number of global crypto 

users has massively surged in the first half of 2021.

In a new study, Crypto.com claims that the growth of the global crypto market has rapidly acceler-

ated from 106 million users in January to 221 million users in June.

The crypto exchange says that Bitcoin’s meteoric rise earlier this year is the primary contributor to 

the explosion in size of the crypto population.

“We can see that January, February, and April were exceptionally strong months, driven by Bitcoin’s 

stellar performance. However, May was also extraordinary, given Bitcoin and Ethereum’s price 

plunge…

Notably, it only took four months to double the global crypto population from 100 million to 200 

million. By comparison, it took nine months to reach 100 million from 65 million since we began 

tracking these numbers.”

Number of Global Crypto Users Erupted to 221,000,000 in First Half of This 

Year, According to New Research

Read more...

https://dailyhodl.com/2021/08/02/number-of-global-crypto-users-explode-to-221000000-in-first-half-of-this-year-according-to-new-research/
https://dailyhodl.com/2021/08/02/number-of-global-crypto-users-explode-to-221000000-in-first-half-of-this-year-according-to-new-research/
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https://kaikeninu.net/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=kaikeninu
https://kaikeninu.net/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=kaikeninu
https://kaikeninu.net/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=kaikeninu
https://kaikeninu.net/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_content=kaikeninu
https://twitter.com/kaiken_inu
https://t.me/KaikenInuOfficial
https://discord.gg/feVfYBBuVB
https://www.reddit.com/r/KaikenInu_Official/
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Mastercard’s CEO has outlined the company’s plans to develop products and services around 

cryptocurrencies, stablecoins, and central bank digital currencies (CBDCs). “We want to be playing 

a role across all of them … It’s obviously a vibrant space around digital currencies,” said the CEO.

Mastercard Wants a Role in All 3 Crypto Areas

Payments giant Mastercard provided an update of its cryptocurrency plans during the company’s 

earnings call Thursday. CEO Michael Miebach explained that his company wants a role in three 

crypto areas. In addition to cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin, the company also focuses on the pri-

vate sector’s stablecoins, and central bank digital currencies. He affirmed:

We want to be playing a role across all of them … It’s obviously a vibrant space around digital cur-

rencies … This is a relevant technology. As a multi-rail player, we got to be in this space because 

people are looking for answers.

For cryptocurrency, Miebach explained: “We’re making it easier for cryptocurrency wallets to con-

nect seamlessly to our network through a pilot with Paxos, Circle and Evolve Bank & Trust, which 

simplifies the conversion of crypto into fiat.” The executive added: “Separately, we’re partnering 

with Consensys, the Ethereum software engineering firm, to accelerate the development of crypto 

applications and services to our customers.”

Mastercard Outlines Plans for Cryptocurrencies, Stablecoins, Central Bank 

Digital Currencies 

Read more...

https://news.bitcoin.com/mastercard-cryptocurrencies-stablecoins-central-bank-digital-currencies/
https://news.bitcoin.com/mastercard-cryptocurrencies-stablecoins-central-bank-digital-currencies/
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COOP NETWORK – BRINGING 

BLOCKCHAIN TO THE CBD INDUSTRY!

The Coop Network has adopted the GEOMA DAO COOP model, which is essentially a hybrid 

and unique economic model that uses the cooperative system in combination with the DAO 

(Decentralised Autonomous Organisation) model offered by the blockchain technology.

n essence, the Coop model entails an entire association of similar-minded individuals who share 

common financial and economic goals. They work in tandem to achieve these objectives by relying 

on a jointly-owned and shared business as their vehicle. Thus, the GEOMA DAO COOP model offers 

an open and voluntary membership, democratic control of the members, with every member having 

the right to one vote, independence, autonomy, and economic participation by members, as well as 

education, information, training, and cooperation, among the cooperatives.

Given the current revolution in the blockchain space, an explosion in the Defi markets, the GEOMA 

model is set to become the best economic model of the twenty-first century. The model leverages 

blockchain to ensure that the existing cooperative systems become more efficient, as well as pre-

pared for next-generation business process services.

As far as the cryptocurrency-investing market is concerned, the Coop model can transform the digi-

tal currency investment space. It benefits both institutional and private investors looking to make 

the most of their cryptocurrency-investing opportunities. With this unique model, members get 

maximum protection, as well as access to a range of investment opportunities that ensure profits.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/coop-network-bringing-blockchain-to-the-cbd-industry/
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IN THIS ARTICLE, DISCOVER HOW THE COOP NETWORK BRINGS 
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY TO THE CBD INDUSTRY AND IS DEDICATED 
TO TRANSFORMING THE FUTURE OF THE CBD INDUSTRY FOR THE 
BETTER.

WHAT ARE THE TWO TOKEN MODELS IN THE COOP NETWORK?

The Coop Network offers two distinct token models. While the first is the Security Token model that 

represents the social aspects of the COOP, as well as are the dividend bearers, the second happens 

to be the Utility token model.

As far as the Security token model is concerned, in these, the tokens are non-fungible, which implies 

that every token has a unique attribute or information, making them irreplaceable. These tokens are 

the COOP’s backbone, and one can use them only after any proposal is passed through a voting 

system. The ticker for the Security Token is COOP-S. Also, these digital tokens are sold and bought 

from within the Coop Network only. This token model requires KYC/AML verifications and comes as 

a paper certificate (as the insurance).

Currently, the Coop Network has supplied as many as 1 million Security tokens. The launching price 

of a single COOP is 2.1 USDT. Also, the minimum payable amount for a single contributor to attain 

membership (along with full rights) is around 10,000 COOP-S. If you are interested in cryptocurrency 

investing and the Coop token model, then you should also know that the pricing for a single COOP-S 

will rise in proportion to the value of the businesses created.

The second digital token model from the Coop Network is the Utility token. These are essentially digi-

tal assets used for financing the network. This implies that the buyers of the token get an assurance 

that they will be able to consume a couple of products of the Coop Network. The Utility token model 

is the very backbone of the GEOMA COOP Network. These tokens are used for governance and gas 

purposes, for general Decentralised Finance activities, as well as for securing the blockchain. The 

ticker for the Utility token is GMD, and it is the genesis token of the network.

A total of 1 billion GMD have been supplied so far, and the governance committee has permanently 

locked 13% of the entire supply of the GMD token. This will ensure that the Point of Sale Coop 

Network blockchain remains secure, and almost 51% of the attacks from ill-intended groups or indi-

viduals can be prevented. Also, these digital wallets function as Multi-Sign wallets, which implies that 

funds cannot be moved in the absence of approval from a minimum of four other wallets, as well as 

after all the members have performed their voting. However, these wallets happen to be public and 

are thus open for community monitoring.

At present, the Coop Network has decided to use 10% of the overall supply for airdrops, listing pur-

poses, marketing, and staking rewards. On the other hand, 10% of the tokens will be used for team 

development. In addition to this, around 670 million tokens will be used for forming a global user 

community. Out of these, 100 million tokens are ERC-20 tokens, which will be used for interacting 

with the ETH Blockchain (COOP), whereas another 100 million will be BEP-20 tokens that would be 

used for interacting with the BSC or Binance Smart Chain (bCOOP). 
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The remaining 470 million tokens will be the native tokens of the Coop Network. Also, the BEP-20 

tokens and ERC-20 tokens can be easily exchanged for GMD tokens through the token bridge. The 

starting price of 1 GM equals 0.018 USDT. So, if you are interested in cryptocurrency investing and 

the Coop token model, then the Coop Network is a good option for you. 

HOW DOES THE BURN PROGRAM IN COOP WORK?

As far as the Coop Network’s Burn program is concerned, it essentially works as the deflationary 

model. Thus, every time a new node is created and the community further hallmarks it, a total of 

100.000 GMD lying in the permanently locked digital wallets shall be burned forever. After the launch 

of the Coop Network, the BEP-20 and ERC-20 tokens will become obsolete. Besides this, the tokens 

that remain unsold shall be burned too. Apart from this, BEP20 and ERC20 token holders will be able 

to swap these tokens for the GMD Token to further participate in community interactions. 

WHAT IS THE COOP WALLET? WHAT FEATURES DOES IT OFFER?

If cryptocurrency investing interests you, then you must learn more about the Coop Wallet and its 

unique features. To be able to transact on the Coop Network, the holders of the token can create 

wallets featuring easy-to-access and use interfaces. The user interface and user experience of the 

wallets have been designed to offer ease of use and management, as well as a host of other features 

such as highly-advanced security procedures.

The mobile wallet can be accessed through both Android and iOS devices, and will also be imple-

mented under several other wallets at a later stage.

https://youtu.be/O08kk75PYaQ
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THE MOBILE WALLET FROM THE COOP NETWORK ALSO OFFERS THE 
FOLLOWING ADDED FEATURES:

-Biometric security (i.e. Fingerprint and Face ID)

-Vendor locator for spotting The Network merchants

-Manual and private seed phrase backup, as well as import

-Push notifications to get information about promotions, as well as to avail discounts. 

WHAT ROLE DOES BLOCKCHAIN PLAY IN THE CBD INDUSTRY?

Aside from the crypto space, blockchain technology also plays a vital role in the CBD industry. Both 

the blockchain and CBD sectors have grown in popularity, garnering interest from different sectors. 

Today, governments across the world are looking to integrate blockchain technology to ensure the 

legalisation of the cannabis industry, thereby keeping people safe, healthy, and happy.

With more and more people trying CBD products, the legal cannabis sector is fast becoming main-

stream. Today, CBD-based oils, vape juice, creams, and other supplements are being sold in the 

local pharmacy as a growing number of individuals have started using them. On the other hand, 

blockchain has also become the central point of discussion in the mainstream media. The technology 

enables corporates and the government to legalise the production and use of cannabis. As a result, 

crypto entrepreneurs are rushing towards the cannabis industry to find unique ways to ensure the 

legalisation of cannabis. Thus, as the cannabis sector continues to expand and prosper, the future 

is ideal for integrating blockchain and cryptocurrency into it. So, while the CBD industry is struggling 

due to limited awareness and increased regulatory laws and regulations, blockchain can help in 

streamlining its production as well as usage, leading to improved legalisation of cannabis.

The CBD industry is also looking to integrate blockchain to generate trust among users, as well as 

ensure greater transparency within the cannabis industry. The cannabis sector is leveraging block-

chain technology to allow governments to track and trace the very source of the cannabis products, 

thereby ensuring sellers achieve the legal permission to manufacture them and the products do not 

consist of any harmful components. Blockchain is also being used in the CBD industry for auditing 

medical records, solving the issue of duplicate prescriptions, and monitoring the cannabis supply 

chains including, packagers, producers, as well as delivery services.

HOW DOES THE COOP NETWORK BLOCKCHAIN REVOLUTIONISE THE CBD 
INDUSTRY?

With the Coop Network, the focus is quite clear. It is committed to creating a shared digital economy, 

which is distributed via blockchain technology among all its members, as well as associated mem-

bers. The Coop Network will leverage blockchain applications to venture into the CBD sector and 

revolutionise the future of the CBD industry. GEOMA DAO COOP is looking to create a best-in-class 

facility for the controlled commercialisation and production of CBD as well as related products, and 

it will most likely be established in the third quarter of 2021.
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According to a report, the size of the cannabidiol market will likely reach USD 13.4 billion globally by 

2028. It is expected that this market will further grow at a 21.2% CAGR from 2021-2028. The report 

further stated that the hemp sector contributed the highest revenue at 1.7 billion USD because of 

the several health benefits that products with cannabidiol (extracted from marijuana) offer. Also, CBD 

derived from hemp will likely contribute the quickest CAGR during the same period, given hemp 

legalisation in different countries.

However, while the cannabis industry in Europe is worth more than billions, it faces a huge problem, 

i.e. its main product is not fully regulated. While several European nations are altering their legal 

status towards CBD, and many countries have started tolerating cannabis sales, the production, 

possession, as well as transport of CBD, are still considered illegal in several parts of Europe. This is 

precisely why the industry has failed to function transparently. Additionally, the CBD market is con-

sidered to be shady, and it is assumed that it cannot be monitored by the governments as well as 

audited by any financial institution. This results in all sorts of challenges, impacting both businesses 

and consumers.

Apart from this, the quality and origin of cannabis products are unknown in Europe, and firms that 

emphasise quality are unable to prove that they are offering superior products. This affects the firms 

and the consumers who have to settle for inferior quality products. Another issue with the European 

cannabis industry is that the consumers have to forcefully share their personal information (such as 

the details of their bank account) to fulfil their online orders. Many consumers find it difficult to share 

their personal information with cannabis providers.

Given the above issues, the Coop Network focuses on offering a decentralised association called the 

GEOMA DAO COOP, to build the future of the CBD industry. The GEOMA DAO COOP looks to end 

the restrained attitude of the existing businesses in the cannabis market, thereby earning the trust 

of the consumers, financial institutes, and regulators. It aims at reforming the cannabis industry in a 

phased manner through well-integrated blockchain technology and solution. This, in turn, will ensure 

greater transparency, benefitting both the businesses and consumers and result in a bright future for 

the CBD industry.

The GEOMA DAO COOP aims to get rid of costly and inefficient transactions by offering a decentral-

ised digital token that is very fast, secure, as well as complying with the existing local regulations. The 

COOP also looks to offer high transparency by extending the ability to trace the sales, production, as 

well as distribution of products made from cannabis. COOP will also focus on building reputation and 

trust by offering a system of rating for all the partakers, as well as by providing a highly encrypted 

and secure identity to the COOP users.
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COOP will ensure greater transparency of the CBD industry by adding functionalities for monitoring 

of supply chain to the blockchain. Businesses in the cannabis industry will be able to take advantage 

of a unique tool for optimising their supply chain. COOP will incorporate a dedicated layer of the sup-

ply chain in its blockchain. Inside this layer, it will create digital identities for all the physical goods 

in the chain and for the numerous actors that form a part of the supply chain, including processors, 

growers, distributors, laboratories, merchants, etc. This immutable blockchain will help the COOP 

record the full custody of every single item logged into the blockchain, from origin to PoS. In addi-

tion to this, several applications shall be created for firms to use smart contracts, as well as supply 

chain functions that the GEOMA Coop blockchain will provide to revolutionise the future of the CBD 

industry. This will ensure greater traceability and also allow organisations to improve inventory man-

agement. COOP will also offer an easy-to-access mobile application, enabling consumers to easily 

access all the information that they want to about a desired product via QR codes.

In a nutshell, COOP will lead to the development of a trusted and transparent market. Its decentral-

ized blockchain will offer all the users in-depth information about the production, financial flow, and 

transportation of the cannabis market.

CONCLUSION

Given the above, it won’t be incorrect to say that the future of the CBD industry is in the hands of 

the blockchain and firms like the Coop Network. More and more cryptopreneurs will venture into the 

CBD sector as it continues to explode in size and strength, and the Coop Network will ensure greater 

transparency, security, regulation, and efficient transactions, benefiting consumers, CBD firms, and 

the entire supply chain in the days to come. The Coop Network will leverage blockchain to revolutio-

nise the cannabis space and build the future of the CBD industry.

To learn more about the Coop Network, visit https://www.thecoopnetwork.io/en!

https://www.thecoopnetwork.io/en?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=advertisement&utm_content=coopnetwork
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Miami Set to Launch Its Own Cryptocurrency, Reward Users in Bitcoin

Read more...

The coin will allow investors to earn rewards while supporting the city, according to the team 

behind the project.

Miami’s own cryptocurrency, MiamiCoin, will launch tomorrow.

The cryptocurrency will essentially allow people to invest in Miami by buying the coin.

Money raised will be used to fund projects and events in the city.

Miami will launch its very own cryptocurrency tomorrow, MiamiCoin, which will be used to fund infra-

structure projects or events in the city. 

The idea is that people will support Miami by buying or mining MiamiCoin, and funds will be diverted 

to the city's treasury.

MiamiCoin will be the first CityCoin released. CityCoins is a project that allows people to invest in a 

city by buying tokens. It works with local governments so those who invest are rewarded in Bitcoin 

or Stacks, the native cryptocurrency of the eponymous protocol used to build things on the Bitcoin 

blockchain. 

https://decrypt.co/77487/miami-cryptocurrency-miamicoin-launch-bitcoin-rewards
https://decrypt.co/77487/miami-cryptocurrency-miamicoin-launch-bitcoin-rewards
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https://ferrum.network/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_id=pca&utm_content=ferrumnetwork
https://ferrum.network/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_id=pca&utm_content=ferrumnetwork
https://ferrum.network/presales?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_id=pca&utm_content=ferrumnetwork
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=ETH&outputCurrency=0xe5caef4af8780e59df925470b050fb23c43ca68c
https://ferrum.network/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Ferrum-Staking-Pitch-Deck-V2-Finalized-WNP.pdf
https://ferrum.network/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Ferrum-Anti-Bot-Pitch-Deck-WNP.pdf
https://ferrum.network/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_id=pca&utm_content=ferrumnetwork
https://bridge.ferrum.network/frm?_ga=2.113067399.2020152433.1626719718-120760384.1626395345
https://ferrumnetwork.typeform.com/to/vI8fTFwM
https://ferrum.network/?utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=ad&utm_id=pca&utm_content=ferrumnetwork
https://twitter.com/FerrumNetwork
https://t.me/ferrum_network
https://medium.com/ferrumnetwork
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN658dMRTaH4C4dP32VHi6Q
https://www.tiktok.com/@ferrumnetwork
https://www.instagram.com/ferrumnetwork/
https://www.facebook.com/ferrumnetwork/
https://www.reddit.com/r/FerrumNetwork/
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Twitter co-founder and CEO Jack Dorsey’s payments company Square Inc. has announced that 

it will purchase buy now, pay later (BNPL) firm Afterpay for $29 billion, the biggest buyout of an 

Australian firm.

The transaction amount is expected to be paid in all stock. As of writing, Square (SQ) has been trad-

ing at $247.26. Afterpay shareholders will receive a fixed exchange ratio of 0.375 shares of Square 

Class A common stock for each Afterpay (APT) ordinary share. Square may elect to pay 1% of the 

total consideration in cash, said in its official announcement.

The deal is expected to be closed in the first quarter of 2022, subject to certain conditions. Dorsey, 

Co-Founder, and CEO of Square said,

“Square and Afterpay have a shared purpose. We built our business to make the financial system 

more fair, accessible, and inclusive, and Afterpay has built a trusted brand aligned with those prin-

ciples.”

The company plans to integrate Afterpay into its existing Cash App and Seller business units and 

offer Afterpay customers the ability to manage their payments directly in Cash App. Also, Afterpay 

consumers will receive the benefits of Cash App’s financing tools, including stock and Bitcoin pur-

chases, money transfer, cash Boost, etc.

BNPL Firm Afterpay to Offer Bitcoin Purchase Option to Customers 

Following Acquisition by Jack Dorsey’s Square

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/bnpl-firm-afterpay-to-offer-bitcoin-purchase-option-to-customers-following-acquisition-by-jack-dorseys-square/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/bnpl-firm-afterpay-to-offer-bitcoin-purchase-option-to-customers-following-acquisition-by-jack-dorseys-square/
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WORLD MOBILE TOKEN: REBOOTING 

TELECOMS THROUGH BLOCKCHAIN AND 

THE SHARING ECONOMY

In this world of modern connectivity, World Mobile Token is going further than ever before. WMT 

is developing a technology mesh network using a hybrid spectrum, renewable energy, and block-

chain. All transactions on the blockchain occur on the Earth Nodes, which are the heart of Word 

Mobile Network. Furthermore, the network is secure and sustainable for the next generation as well.

WMT makes peer-to-peer payments and peer-to-peer transfers easy for users. As part of the WMT 

blockchain, WMT holders can stake tokens and become Earth Node operators. The node will 

receive rewards for each transaction processed. 

A cryptocurrency investor can invest in this utility token to own part of the network. By sharing the 

network with its users, World Mobile reduces operational costs and allocates resources more effi-

ciently. WMT, Cardano-native token, can only be received through a Cardano wallet.

HOW DO YOU OWN PART OF THE WORLD MOBILE NETWORK? 

As part of the sharing economy model, World Mobile seeks to reduce the high operational costs that 

current operators deal with daily. The WMT network operates and maintains the network with com-

munity partners, thereby reducing operating costs. For a centralised network operator, analysing the 

demand and capacity requirements has never been an easy task. World Mobile allows stakers and 

local business owners to earn revenue for securing and operating the network.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/world-mobile-token-rebooting-telecoms-through-blockchain-and-the-sharing-economy/
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Word Mobile Token makes use of Blockchain technology to ensure transparency, privacy, immuta-

bility, faster settlement, and security. Furthermore, it allows for scalable, continuous fundraising due 

to the distributed ownership of the network. As a result of token economics, stakers are rewarded 

automatically.

HOW DOES WORLD MOBILE REWARD NODE OPERATORS? 

World Mobile rewards node operators for securing and operating the network. As the network grows, 

node operators will earn rewards. Earth Node operators are rewarded in WMT for the following:

TRANSACTION FEES

Token owners will receive rewards if they stake their WMT and run an Earth Node or join a stake pool. 

World Mobile Chain will have aggregate revenues equal to the aggregate fees from node operators. 

Because WMT node operators are independent, all token holders may stake their tokens and join 

their pool. With each transaction, they will receive WMT.

Furthermore, token holders can compete with one another by staking their tokens through nodes. To 

compete for token holders, node operators must disclose how much they plan to charge per trans-

action. Additionally, it would benefit the node operator if token holders invested a more significant 

percentage in the node. As a result, the higher a node operator’s stake is, the more likely he will be 

chosen by the system to process transactions and thus earn a higher reward.

THE INFLATION REWARD 

WMT allocates 29% of its aggregate supply to inflation rewards. Operators and stakeholders will each 

have access to it. Additionally, the system will reach no inflation in year 20 as inflation reduces over 

time, meaning higher rewards at the early stage of the network. In this way, risk and reward are bal-

anced between node operators as the network matures.

INCENTIVES FOR OPERATING EARTH NODES

Earth Node Operators must stake 100,000 WMT in order to participate in the network. Earth Node 

operators manage stakes for token holders who lack the technical expertise or tokens to operate a 

node. After deducting their operating costs, the Earth Node operator will share any rewards allocated 

to them. Moreover, users get rewarded for services offered by network operators, such as voice and 

text.

INCENTIVES FOR OPERATING AIR NODES

Air Node operators are incentivised to provide Internet service in areas that do not have it currently. 

There are incentives based on how much time is spent on the network. Regulations in the country 

where the node is located stipulate that rewards should be paid in a stable local currency. Air Nodes 

are classified according to the percentage of the service provided by each node.
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INCENTIVES FOR OPERATING AETHER NODES

Aether Node operators earn rewards based on the amount of data they process. Aether nodes are 

required to have a minimum number of 1,000,000 tokens. The rewards are distributed using the 

local, national currency as per the local regulations.

HOW DOES THE WORLD MOBILE ECOSYSTEM WORK? 

World Mobile is a demand-driven ecosystem built on the sharing economy.The goal of World Mobile 

is to build the largest mobile network in the world, offering universal, affordable, high-quality con-

nectivity at the lowest price and fastest speed. Currently, they aim to connect the unconnected in 

Africa and beyond. For World Mobile to accomplish these goals, blockchain is implemented in the 

telecommunications industry. It reduces Capital Expenditure and lowers prices relative to traditional 

telecom companies. The reduction of CapEx will facilitate reaching the 4 billion unconnected users. 

Previously, these users could not be served by the telecom industry. Additionally, WMT enables bil-

lions of people to access financial services, education, and commerce worldwide.

THE WORLD MOBILE SOLAR-POWERED MESH NETWORK

 
The World Mobile solar-powered mesh network can support both cellular and broadband connectiv-

ity. WMT is built on Cardano, which is the most cost-effective and environmentally friendly blockchain 

option. The Cardano blockchain also offers these benefits:

PROVIDING TRANSPARENCY 

Using blockchain technology, World Mobile creates a transparent and easy-to-access database of 

key information. Blockchain technology makes network management easier.

PROTECTING YOUR PRIVACY

WMT leverages blockchain technology to make privacy a key feature of its platform. Data about 

users is secured with public/private key infrastructure, with their metadata stored in distributed vaults 

across the network.

QUICKER SETTLEMENTS 

The solution that has fast settlement time is crucial to operating an efficient sharing economy. It will 

build user trust rapidly since they will no longer be reliant on bureaucratic processes. The introduc-

tion of blockchain technology to the World Mobile network ensures the security of all users’ funds 

and the ability to withdraw them at any moment.

The use of smart contracts increases the efficiency of World Mobile’s communication network. By 

using blockchain and the sharing economy, World Mobile intends to disrupt and reboot the telecom 

industry.
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HOW DOES THE WMT NODE QUALITY GRADING SYSTEM WORK?

Grades are assigned to nodes based on their quality. The quality and incentive management system 

is used throughout the solution for managing operators’ performance. The quality and health check 

parameters are calculated using historical data, including local latency between nodes, jitter checks, 

packet loss, upload, download speed tests, etc. All node operators can see the quality grade for each 

of the nodes that details these parameters openly. All grades previously scored for each node are 

stored in the WMT node grading system. There is a hardware fingerprint that identifies these grades.

WHY SHOULD YOU BECOME A NODE OPERATOR ON THE WORLD MOBILE 
NETWORK?

You’ll help revolutionalise telecoms and connect the unconnected! Node operators validate, secure, 

and authenticate the network. Operators are in charge of processing transactions made by users. 

The World Mobile network model consists of three nodes: Aether Node, Earth Node, and Air Node.

EARTH NODES

Earth Node operates the core logic for all the others. Modules of the Earth Node are connected to 

the Internode API, which provides communication between subsystems and nodes throughout the 

network. API functions as a link between the DID, telecom, and blockchain modules. The Earth Node 

provides communication between the Air Node, Aether Node, and Third-Party Applications as well.

Earth Nodes serve as validation and security points for the network. An Earth Node can consist of 

just a computer and the internet. Users can earn World Mobile Token as rewards for taking part in 

the sharing economy.

AETHER NODES

Considering Aether Nodes are connected to legacy telecommunications networks, every country 

needs one of these nodes. The operators of Aether Nodes must possess licensing and meet local 

regulations to operate.

Operators of Aether Nodes earn rewards for completing traffic, and these rewards are given in the 

local currency under local regulations. Nevertheless, WMT can be converted to cryptocurrency in 

countries where it is legal.

AIR NODES 

As the signal is received from the previous nodes, the Air Nodes provide wireless Internet to the local 

users. To access the network, the user must first connect to an Air Node. After sending the authen-

tication credentials to the Air Node, the Earth Node then sends them to the Internode API, which 

handles all communication between the nodes.
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The Air Node collects the user’s service usage, and the request is sent to the Earth Node, where it 

is validated and processed. Once the transaction has been validated, it is sent to the Cloud Node. 

Upon connecting with the Air Node, a user is provided with the ability to browse available services, 

see account balances, and monitor bandwidth usage. The local currency is used to allocate Air 

Node rewards. Air Node rewards can also be converted to World Mobile Tokens if it is legal in your 

country to do so.

WMT is primarily used to reward token holders that want to support the World Mobile Network. 

There are rewards for every node operator based on their performance. Users can stake their WMT 

to earn rewards. Users of World Mobile Token enjoy fast transaction speeds (TPS) and low transac-

tion fees.

WORLD MOBILE TOKEN SALE

World Mobile Token Ltd, which is enabling a new global mobile network built on the sharing econo-

my, announces the launch of its utility-based World Mobile Token (WMT) on the Cardano blockchain. 

The company aims to raise 40 million USD within the first five weeks of the public sale on top of the 

5 million USD it has raised privately.

The sale started on July 5 and will close on August 16 at 11 a.m. UTC. Tokens can be purchased with 

ADA, BNB (BEP2), BTC, DAI (ERC20), or ETH.

CONCLUSION

World Mobile aims to connect the unconnected through blockchain and the sharing economy. By 

owning and earning WMT, you help bring the Internet to areas where there has previously been no 

connectivity. Local network operators in Africa will earn stable coin for bringing the Internet to their 

community. World Mobile understands the traditional telecom model is limited and needs rebooting 

in order to connect nearly four billion people left offline. 

There are only two weeks left of the WMT sale. Join now to own a part of the network. 

Buy Tokens: https://worldmobiletoken.com/
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The global payments platform wants to let British customers trade crypto on its new “super app.”

Global payments platform PayPal is looking toward the United Kingdom as the next market in which 

to expand its crypto trading services.

According to the company’s second-quarter earnings call on Wednesday, PayPal has done very well 

out of crypto trading for the period. CEO Dan Schulman stated that the U.K. is likely to be the next 

country where crypto trading is offered.

“Yeah, well, we continue to be really pleased with the momentum we're seeing on crypto. […] We're 

going to launch, hopefully, maybe even next month in the U.K., open up trading there.”

He stated that the company is adding “incremental functionality” to the crypto trading platform, hav-

ing already increased the crypto purchasing limits to $100,000 per week on July 15.

PayPal is also working on open banking integration, Schulman stated, adding that it “will increase 

the ability to fully integrate it into ACH and do faster payments.” ACH is PayPal’s Automated Clearing 

House, a payment service that enables merchants to electronically collect payments from customers 

by directly debiting their checking or saving accounts.

PayPal set to launch crypto trading in the UK and may embrace DeFi

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/paypal-set-to-launch-crypto-trading-in-the-uk-and-may-embrace-defi
https://cointelegraph.com/news/paypal-set-to-launch-crypto-trading-in-the-uk-and-may-embrace-defi
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https://www.clearmoon.io/?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=advertisement&utm_content=clearmoon
https://www.clearmoon.io/?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=advertisement&utm_content=clearmoon
https://www.clearmoon.io/?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=advertisement&utm_content=clearmoon
https://twitter.com/ClearMoonToken
https://discord.com/invite/sDGvRdFfPa
https://t.me/ClearMoonToken
https://t.me/ClearMoonToken
https://medium.com/@marketing_62195/the-clearmoon-network-the-gold-standard-in-defi-education-9c14422cf10e
https://www.clearmoon.io/?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=advertisement&utm_content=clearmoon
https://www.clearmoon.io/?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=advertisement&utm_content=clearmoon
https://www.clearmoon.io/?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=advertisement&utm_content=clearmoon
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Marathon Splashes $120 Million On Bitcoin Miners From Bitmain

Read more...

In a press release, Marathon Digital Holdings confirmed an agreement to buy 30,000 Bitcoin miners, 

at a total cost of almost $121 million, from Chinese manufacturer Bitmain.

“.. entered into a contract with Bitmain to purchase an additional 30,000 Antminer S19j Pro (100 

TH/s) miners for $120.7 million.”

On that, Bitcoin-bull Anthony Pompliano remarked that with this uptick in mining activity, the world’s 

strongest computer network will only get stronger with time.

The leading cryptocurrency has been under serious fire in recent times. But despite that, signs of 

recovery continue to show up.

The latest hash rate data indicates the network is on the mend. And with BTC flirting around the 

$40,000 price level once again, things are looking up.

Marathon’s deal with Bitmain suggests more is to come.

Marathon Sees Now As An Ideal Time To Increase Hashing Power

Under current delivery schedules, Marathon expects all 30,000 newly purchased Bitcoin miners to 

arrive on-site between January 2022 and June 2022.

https://bitcoinist.com/marathon-splashes-120-million-on-bitcoin-miners-from-bitmain/
https://bitcoinist.com/marathon-splashes-120-million-on-bitcoin-miners-from-bitmain/
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The unreleased infrastructure bill is the talk of the crypto town, and for a good reason, as it aims 

to generate $28 billion in tax revenue from the current $1.67 trillion cryptocurrency industry to help 

fund the nearly $1 trillion bill.

The bipartisan Senate proposal aims to amp up IRS surveillance over cryptocurrency transactions. 

The bill broadens the Tax Code's definition of “broker” to cover nearly everyone in crypto, including 

non-custodial actors like miners, forcing them all to KYC users, explained Jake Chervinksy, General 

Counsel at Compound Finance. Adam Cochran of Cinneamhain Ventures commented,

“Politicians need to stop taking the paternalistic approach of trying to ban all risks and invest in the 

underlying problems that make people disproportionately abuse those risks.”

The definition of a “broker” is expanded in the bill to include “any person who (for consideration) is 

responsible for and regularly provides any service effectuating transfers of digital assets.”

Earlier drafts even covered non-custodians, including PoW miners & PoS validators. They explicitly 

included DEX & P2P markets covering DEX LPs, liquidators, protocol governors, and maybe even 

node operators or wallet developers.

The tax code requires brokers to comply with IRS reporting requirements, as per which they have 

to give Form 1099s to their customers & file them with the agency. To fill the form, brokers have to 

collect customer data, including name, address, phone number, and other information.

It’s Not About Taxes, Congress is Coming After the Entire US Crypto Industry

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/its-not-about-taxes-congress-is-coming-after-the-entire-us-crypto-industry/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/its-not-about-taxes-congress-is-coming-after-the-entire-us-crypto-industry/
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El Salvador’s Bitcoin bill has 5 key benefits, says Bank of America

Read more...

The Central American country became the only nation in the world to accept Bitcoin as legal tender 

earlier this year. Its since gotten both bouquets and brickbats.

US financial services player Bank of America, one of the world’s largest banks, has come out in sup-

port of El Salvador’s Bitcoin bill in a note to clients last week.

It comes even as the country faces opposition from several global bodies for its decision to allow cit-

izens to officially accept Bitcoin as payments for goods and services, and as outbound remittances. 

“Using Bitcoin for remittances could potentially reduce transaction costs compared to traditional 

remittances channels,” said the Bank of America in the research note.

It added, “If using Bitcoin indeed lowers transaction costs, then for every dollar that the Salvadoran 

diaspora sends home, a greater portion of that dollar could be received by recipients, increasing 

their disposable income and reducing the proportion of remittances lost to financial intermediaries.”

Advantages to using Bitcoin

As per Bank of America, some of the benefits of approving Bitcoin as legal tender are as follows:

70% of citizens in El Salvador do not have access to a bank account and financial services, meaning 

the use of Bitcoin could solve some of the hassles of opening and operating a bank account.

https://cryptoslate.com/el-salvadors-bitcoin-bill-has-5-key-benefits-says-bank-of-america/
https://cryptoslate.com/el-salvadors-bitcoin-bill-has-5-key-benefits-says-bank-of-america/
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https://werewolf.exchange/?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=advertisement&utm_content=werewolf
https://werewolf.exchange/?utm_source=pca&utm_medium=magazine&utm_campaign=advertisement&utm_content=werewolf
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https://www.facebook.com/werewolf.exchange
https://werewolfexchange.medium.com/
https://twitter.com/WerewolfXchange
https://t.me/werewolfexchange
https://www.instagram.com/werewolfexchange/
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The crypto exchange has been served with a notice to stop offering its services in the country.

Malaysia is the latest regulatory theater to come after Binance as authorities in the country have 

accused the exchange giant of continuing to operate in the country illegally.

According to an announcement released on Friday, the Securities Commission (SC) Malaysia has 

served a public reprimand against Binance, calling for the exchange and all of its entities to cease 

operations in the country.

The SC stated that Binance continued to operate in Malaysia despite previous warnings. Indeed, 

back in July 2020, Cointelegraph reported that Binance was not permitted to operate in Malaysia.

At the time, the SC published an "Investor Alert List" containing several digital asset exchanges 

offering services in the country without due authorization from Malaysian regulators.

Binance has 14 business days from Tuesday to comply with the order that includes disabling its web-

site and mobile apps, as well as discontinuing any media campaign for its services in the country.

The announcement also mandated that Binance's CEO, Changpeng Zhao, ensures full compliance 

with the order. Malaysia's securities regulator also urged citizens to desist from trading with crypto 

exchanges operating in the country illegally.

Binance banned in Malaysia, given 14 days notice to shut down operations 

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/binance-banned-in-malaysia-given-14-days-notice-to-shut-down-operations
https://cointelegraph.com/news/binance-banned-in-malaysia-given-14-days-notice-to-shut-down-operations
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The company said its CoinJar Card marked an Australian first in denominating in local dollars, 

beating a competitor to market.

Australia’s longest-running crypto exchange has launched a card backed by Mastercard allowing 

users to buy, sell and spend digital assets directly from its platform using local dollars.

The CoinJar Card, which marks an Australian crypto first under the Mastercard brand, is available 

either physically or digitally through both Google and Apple Pay integration.

CoinJar’s card supports up to 30 different cryptocurrencies and features a 1% conversion rate that 

is returned to customers via an in-house rewards program, the company said in a press release on 

Tuesday.

Dominic Gluchowski, chief marketing officer at CoinJar, told CoinDesk via email on Monday the card 

was the first “Australian-native” crypto card. The exchange brought in assistance from payments 

solutions provider EML for technological advice.

“All transactions are denominated in Australian dollars (AUD) and are routed through Australian 

banks and payment providers,” said Gluchowski.

Other providers utilize the U.S. dollar or Singaporean dollars, which in turn, leads to “crippling” inter-

national transaction fees while using their cards for everyday purchases, Gluchowski added.

The move comes hot on the heels of Global payments giant Visa approving local Australian startup 

CryptoSpend to issue a similar product in July.

Australian Exchange CoinJar Unveils Crypto Mastercard in Country First

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/australia-mastercard-coinjar-exchange-crypto-card
https://www.coindesk.com/australia-mastercard-coinjar-exchange-crypto-card
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The non-fungible token (NFT) project CryptoPunks is seeing a massive surge in trading volume over 

the last seven days.

DappRadar, which tracks and analyzes decentralized apps, shows that the punk-movement-inspired 

crypto project hit over $120 million in trading volume for a 1,270% surge over the last seven days.

CryptoPunks, one of the first NFT projects on Ethereum (ETH), is a collection of 10,000 24×24, 8-bit-

style pixel art images of male and female characters inspired by the London punk movement of the 

1970s. Each CryptoPunk is unique, but some have rarer features than others.

After launching the project in 2017, Larva Labs, the creator of the project, initially offered the 

CryptoPunks for free to anyone with an Ethereum wallet.

According to Larva Labs, the total value of all CryptoPunk sales stands at 263,180 ETH, worth about 

$670.29 million.

The CryptoPunk mania began on Friday as one unknown Ethereum whale initiated a buying spree of 

the digital characters. A look at the whale’s Ethereum wallet shows that the entity spent between 24 

ETH to 29 ETH to purchase a single CryptoPunk. Larva Labs shows that the deep-pocketed investor 

now owns 104 CryptoPunks.

NFT Craze Erupts, With CryptoPunks Trading Volume Surging 1,270% in Just 

One Week

Read more...

https://dailyhodl.com/2021/08/02/nft-craze-erupts-with-cryptopunks-trading-volume-surging-1270-in-just-one-week/
https://dailyhodl.com/2021/08/02/nft-craze-erupts-with-cryptopunks-trading-volume-surging-1270-in-just-one-week/
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Centralized exchanges have experienced their heaviest week of Bitcoin withdrawals since 

November 2020.

Bitcoin outflows from centralized exchanges have surged to their highest level year-to-date, with 

roughly 40,000 BTC being withdrawn over the past seven days.

According to the Glassnode’s August 2 The Week On-Chain report, Bitcoin outflows have accel-

erated to a rate exceeding 100,000 BTC per month for just the third time since September 2019. 

The on-chain analytics provider estimates that just 13.2% of circulating BTC are currently held on 

exchanges — a new low for 2021.

“This represents a near full retracement of the significant inflow volume observed during the May 

sell-off,” the report noted.

Outflows surged to nearly 150,000 BTC monthly at the end of April 2020 following the violent 

“Black Thursday” crash that saw crypto prices tumble by more than 50% in less than two days after 

then-U.S. President Trump announced a travel ban between Europe and the U.S. in March as the 

coronavirus pandemic intensified. Despite the aggressive crash, Bitcoin had rebounded by 150% by 

the end of May 2020, driving heavy accumulation.

Outflows again came close to 150,000 BTC monthly in November 2020 as Bitcoin surged to test 

its then-record price high of $20,000, with BTC rallying into new all-time highs the following month.

Bitcoin outflows from centralized exchanges surge to 100K BTC monthly 

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-outflows-from-centralized-exchanges-surge-to-100k-btc-monthly
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-outflows-from-centralized-exchanges-surge-to-100k-btc-monthly
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Cardano (ADA) continues to move further in its smart contracts integration on its blockchain. 

Cardano announced about a week ago that it had successfully completed the long-awaited Alonzo 

White Hard Fork. And with this, the project was moving on to the next phase of the integration.

Smart contracts on the Cardano network will allow developers to build decentralized finance (DeFi), 

NFTs, decentralized identity (DID), and countless other things not the network. This is why the move 

to smart contracts support is very important for the network.

Continuing on down this road, Cardano has now launched a connector for DApps integration on the 

network using its Yoroi Wallet. Yoroi Wallet comes from the commercial arm and solutions provider 

of the Cardano Ecosystem known as EMURGO.

The Beta version of the connector was announced four months ago via a press release on the 

EMURGO website. This was in an effort to make a way for Cardano (ADA) and Ergo (ERG) users to 

be able to make DApp transactions on the blockchain with no problems.

The connector provides more incentives for DeFi developers to build solutions and services on the 

blockchains. And with Yoroi Wallet, seamlessly transfer between both networks. After months of 

Beta testing, Yoroi Wallet has announced that the App connector is now available for users on the 

blockchain.

Cardano (ADA) Launches Connector For DApps Integration

Read more...

https://www.newsbtc.com/news/cardano/cardano-launches-connector-for-dapps/
https://www.newsbtc.com/news/cardano/cardano-launches-connector-for-dapps/
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Targeting new cryptocurrency products and global expansion, Matrixport secures $100 million in a 

Series C round of financing.

Matrixport, the digital assets financial services platform co-founded by former CEO of Bitmain Jihan 

Wu, has raised $100 million in a Series C funding round, bringing its valuation to over $1 billion.

In securing a valuation of over $1 billion, the firm joins the growing list of crypto unicorns, with recent 

additions including the likes of FTX, Fireblocks, Paxos, Amber Group, and Ledger.

The fundraise was led by partners of DST Global, C Ventures, and K3 Ventures, with other partici-

pants including both new and existing investors, such as Tiger Capital, Lightspeed, Polychain, and 

Dragonfly Capital. To date, the company has raised $129 million.

Matrixport, which aims to be a “one-stop financial services platform,” plans to use the fresh capital 

to further invest in research and development of new products. The money will be also spent on the 

firm’s geographical expansion as it seeks to secure licenses to operate in more countries across 

the globe.

Matrixport was established in 2019 as a spin-off of Bitmain Technologies, the world’s largest manu-

facturer of Bitcoin mining equipment, where Jihan Wu was the co-founder and CEO.

Matrixport Joins Growing List of Crypto Unicorns After $100M Investment

Read more...

https://decrypt.co/77434/matrixport-joins-growing-list-of-crypto-unicorns-after-100m-investment
https://decrypt.co/77434/matrixport-joins-growing-list-of-crypto-unicorns-after-100m-investment
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Ether has notched a 12-day winning streak, the longest ever.

Ether (ETH, -3.95%) looks to extend its record daily winning streak in the runup to a planned upgrade 

on Ethereum’s blockchain that could significantly reduce the cryptocurrency’s supply growth. 

The second-largest cryptocurrency was trading 1.6% higher on the day near $2,600 at press time, 

having rallied 43% over an unbroken string of 12 straight daily price gains, according to Coinbase 

data.

“Ether has notched a 12-day winning streak, the longest ever,” blockchain analytics firm IntoTheBlock 

tweeted early today, citing $2,598 and $2,753 as key resistance levels on the path toward $3,000.

Aside from bitcoin (BTC, -2.89%)‘s price recovery from $30,000, ether may have received a boost 

from Ethereum’s upcoming 11th backward-incompatible upgrade, or hard fork, slated to happen on 

Aug. 4.

The so-called London hard fork contains four Ethereum Improvement Proposals (EIP), of which EIP-

1559 will activate a mechanism that would burn a portion of fees paid to miners. Once it takes effect, 

increased network usage will result in a higher amount of ETH being burned, thereby curbing the 

cryptocurrency’s supply growth over time.

Ether Prints Record Winning Streak as London Hard Fork Looms

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/ether-record-winning-streak-london-hard-fork
https://www.coindesk.com/ether-record-winning-streak-london-hard-fork
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